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A facile way to fabricate spin crossover-graphene nanocomposites has been developed, and \([\text{Fe(Htrz)}_2\text{(trz)}\text{(BF}_4\text{)}_2\text{-graphene (SCO-G) nanocomposites have been successfully synthesized and characterized. SEM and TEM demonstrated that [Fe(Htrz)}_2\text{(trz)}\text{(BF}_4\text{)}_2\text{ nanoparticles (ca. 50 nm) distributed uniformly onto the surface of the graphene. Interestingly, graphene as a substrate produced an effect on the spin crossover properties of [Fe(Htrz)}_2\text{(trz)}\text{(BF}_4\text{)}_2\text{ nanoparticles.}

The special phenomenon of spin crossover (SCO) between high-spin (HS) and low-spin (LS) states of electronic configurations from d\(^6\) to d\(^7\) has attracted extensive attention for its promising applications in sensors, displays, memories and magnetic switches. It is well known that the spin state of SCO compounds can be switched by external stimuli such as temperature change, light irradiation, the application of pressure, magnetic fields and so on. Among SCO compounds, the triazole-based polymeric compounds aroused particular interests, which was attributed to the large hysteresis above room temperature and an obvious pink-to-white colour changes as it converted LS into HS state. In particular, with the advent of nanotechnology, a variety of methods have been applied to successfully elaborate nanoparticles (NPs), thin films, or nano-patterned nanostructures of SCO complexes. In addition, triazol-based polymeric SCO compounds were easy to fabricate nano-sized materials for investigating their size-dependent magnetic properties and possible applications in future nanophotonic, nano-electronic and spintronic devices. Furthermore, multifunctional SCO nanocomposites integrating the SCO functionality and other special properties have been synthesized by embedding SCO NPs into templates, such as organic polymers, biomolecular templates and silica matrices.

Recently, the graphene and graphene-based materials have risen great interests because of their unique structure and specific properties within a single sheet of sp\(^2\)-bonded carbon atoms. Graphene is well known as a two-dimensional carbon substrate, which could be used for the deposition of inorganic NPs owing to its high specific surface area (2630 m\(^2\)/g). The past numerous reports have demonstrated that incorporation of nanomaterials with graphene could generate new materials exhibiting each component, or even with a synergetic effect, which holds great promise on fabricating enhanced chemical-sensing platforms. In recent years, much efforts have been made to develop graphene-metal oxide and graphene-metal nanocomposites with different morphologies for applications in catalysis, energy devices and optoelectronic materials. Metal-organic frameworks (MOFs), a new class of functional materials, combined with graphite oxide have been reported to exhibit exceptional properties for adsorption and catalyst. However, to the best of our knowledge, there is no attempt to prepare SCO-graphene nanocomposites. Decorating SCO nanoparticles on graphene will impart the SCO-G nanocomposites spin crossover properties and favourable electron transfer, which may make the composite materials promising for applications in data-storage and spintronic devices.

In order to design and manufacture SCO-G nanocomposites, it is crucial to select the spin-crossover compounds by considering its stability, magnetic properties, and the tailored nanometer scale structures. [Fe(Htrz)}_2(trz)](BF\(_4\)) (Htrz = 1H-1,2,4-triazole), one of the most standout SCO compounds with 1D polymeric structure by binding Fe(II) ions with 1,2,4-triazole ligands (Fig. 1), was first applied to fabricate SCO-graphene nanocomposites by a facile two steps in this paper. The preparation of the pure SCO NPs was achieved according to a recent reverse-micelle technique with appropriate modifications (see detailed synthesis in the SI). Briefly, the SCO NPs were synthesized by adding triazole aqueous solution into a water-in-oil microemulsion including Fe(BF\(_4\))\(_2\)-6H\(_2\)O salt. In comparison with the reported method of mixing the triazole ligand microemulsion and the iron(II) salts microemulsion, our fabrication strategy used only one microemulsion that triazole permeated in the microemulsion droplets and reacted with Fe(BF\(_4\))\(_2\)-6H\(_2\)O through solubilization, and thus favored the nucleation and growth of SCO NPs. The SCO NPs were then simply deposited on the surface of graphene by supersonic in ethanol with different mass ratios of SCO NPs to graphene.

**Fig. 1** Molecular structure of the polynuclear complexes of iron (II) with 1,2,4-triazoles.
graphene. The resulting nanocomposites SCO-G1 (SCO:graphene mass ratio 2:1) and SCO-G2 (SCO:graphene mass ratio 3:5) were investigated to demonstrate the effect of graphene on the spin-crossover properties of the nanocomposites.

X-ray powder diffraction measurements were employed to investigate the phase and structure of the synthesized SCO-G nanocomposites. As shown in Fig. 2, the observed diffraction patterns at 2θ values of about 10°, 18°, 24° and 26° for SCO-G and the pure [Fe(Htrz)₂(trz)](BF₄) NPs, matched well the peaks of the reported [Fe(Htrz)₂(trz)](BF₄) microcrystalline material. It suggested that the [Fe(Htrz)₂(trz)](BF₄) NPs were successfully prepared, and their crystalline structures were maintained in the SCO-G nanocomposites, which were confirmed by FTIR and TGA (ESI†). Compared with the pure [Fe(Htrz)₂(trz)](BF₄) NPs, the broad peaks in the range of 15-35° of SCO-G nanocomposites corresponded to the reflection of graphene around 25°, indicating that the graphene might stack in the reaction process and disorder along the stacking direction.

Raman spectra of the original graphene and the resulting SCO-G nanocomposites can provide informations about the structure changes during the deposition of [Fe(Htrz)₂(trz)](BF₄) NPs on the surface of graphene. As shown in Fig. 3, the spectra of all the samples exhibited two strong bands at ca. 1312 and 1599 cm⁻¹, which corresponded to D band related to the presence of disordered defects in the graphite and G band assigned to the in-plane vibration of graphite lattice, respectively. The Raman area ratios of D and G bands of SCO-G1 (2.68) and SCO-G2 (2.63) were larger than graphene (2.60), which could be attributed to a partially ordered crystal structure and the presence of some unpaired defects of graphene during the fabrication process of SCO-G nanocomposites.

The electron microscopy measurements provided an external direct-viewing impression of SCO-G nanocomposites. As shown in Fig. 4b and Fig. 4e, the pure [Fe(Htrz)₂(trz)](BF₄) NPs exhibited regular ball-like shape with an average size of ca. 50 nm. In the SEM images of SCO-G (Fig. 4c and 4d), the large graphene flakes exhibited slightly wrinkled surface, and the edge of the films showed a layered structure of stacked thin graphene sheets, from which [Fe(Htrz)₂(trz)](BF₄) NPs could be observed as bright dots on both sides of graphene. The phenomenon suggested that the SCO NPs were deposited on both sides of graphene through weak van der waals' forces (Fig. 4a). From the TEM images of Fig. 4f and Fig. 4g, the surface of graphene was uniformly covered by distributed [Fe(Htrz)₂(trz)](BF₄) NPs with slight conglomeration. Apparently, the distribution of SCO nanoparticles on the surface of graphene was denser in SCO-G1 than SCO-G2, and there was less large vacancy observed on graphene in SCO-G1. In addition, the conglomeration were much
less in SCO-G2 than SCO-G1, indicating the degree of aggregations depended on the mass ratio of SCO NPs to graphene. All the results further demonstrated that integration of two-dimensional graphene with large surface areas and the highly dispersed SCO NPs had been successfully achieved.

Differential scanning calorimeter (DSC) was performed to check the spin-crossover phase transition temperatures in the heating mode \( T_c^{↑} \) and cooling mode \( T_c^{↓} \). As shown in the DSC curves of Fig. 5, \( T_c^{↑} \) and \( T_c^{↓} \) were 378.3 K and 345.3 K for the pure \([\text{Fe(Htrz)}_2\text{(trz)}][\text{BF}_4]_2\) NPs, 383.2 K and 347.5 K for SCO-G1, and 389.8 K and 351.3 K for SCO-G2, respectively. It is obvious that the phase transition temperatures of SCO-G nanocomposites shifted, where \( T_c^{↑} \) and \( T_c^{↓} \) moved to the higher temperatures about 4.9 K and 2.2 K for SCO-G1, and 11.5 K and 6.0 K for SCO-G2, respectively. The primary DSC results indicated that the presence of graphene influenced the phase transition temperatures of the \([\text{Fe(Htrz)}_2\text{(trz)}][\text{BF}_4]_2\) nanoparticles.

To confirm the effect of graphene on the spin-crossover properties, the magnetic susceptibilities were measured over the temperature range 300–400 K. As shown in Fig. 6, the SCO phenomena were clearly preserved in the SCO NPs and SCO-G nanocomposites. At 400 K, the \( \chi_M T \) values were 3.82, 3.92, and 4.01 cm\(^3\) K mol\(^{-1}\) for \([\text{Fe(Htrz)}_2\text{(trz)}][\text{BF}_4]_2\) NPs, SCO-G1, and SCO-G2, respectively. The \( \chi_M T \) values were in well agreement with the expected value for an iron (II) ion in the high spin (HS) state. However, the remnant HS ratios at 300 K for SCO-G1 (22.4%) and SCO-G2 (28.7%) nanocomposites were relatively higher than that of the pure \([\text{Fe(Htrz)}_2\text{(trz)}][\text{BF}_4]_2\) NPs (10.3%). The difference of remnant HS of SCO-G1 and SCO-G2 might be attributed to the different degrees of aggregations of SCO nanoparticles which leading to the different surface areas of the SCO polymers on the surface of graphene. It suggested that the lower aggregations of SCO NPs provided the higher surface area, while the surface Fe(II) ions of SCO NPs could favour the HS state at any temperature.\(^{16}\) The spin-crossover behaviour in \([\text{Fe(Htrz)}_2\text{(trz)}][\text{BF}_4]_2\) NPs revealed a very abrupt and almost complete transition with a large hysteresis loop of ca. 32.5 K occurring around \( T_c^{↑} = 378.2 \) K in the warming mode, and \( T_c^{↓} = 345.7 \) K in the cooling mode. For SCO-G1, the spin-crossover took place with \( T_c^{↑} = 383.3 \) K in the warming process, and \( T_c^{↓} = 347.7 \) K in the cooling process with a thermal hysteresis of 35.6 K. For SCO-G2, the transition in warming and cooling process appeared at about \( T_c^{↑} = 389.9 \) K and \( T_c^{↓} = 351.6 \) K, so that the hysteresis loop was 38.3 K. The spin-crossover behavior of SCO-G nanocomposites showed the mass ratio dependent effect. With the SCO/G mass ratio decreasing, the transition was less abrupt, but both \( T_c^{↑} \) and \( T_c^{↓} \) moved to the higher temperatures, and the thermal hysteresises increased. The observed transition temperatures were in well agreement with those deduced from DSC measurements. The shifts of both \( T_c^{↑} \) and \( T_c^{↓} \) toward the higher temperatures might rise for two main reasons: firstly, the interaction between SCO NPs strengthened by the aggregations might increase the synergy of magnetic transition; secondly, the presence of interactions between the \([\text{Fe(Htrz)}_2\text{(trz)}][\text{BF}_4]_2\) NPs and graphene might slow down the spin transition of some amounts of iron(II) centers.\(^{16, 17}\)

In summary, we have demonstrated a facile and efficient chemical approach to synthesize high-quality \([\text{Fe(Htrz)}_2\text{(trz)}][\text{BF}_4]_2\)-graphene nanocomposites. This approach enabled a good distribution of spin-crossover NPs without further functionalization onto the surface of graphene with well controllable merit in reactant ratio and scalable advantage. SCO-G nanocomposites presented a novel platform for the construction of devices, and interesting prospect toward applications in molecular nanospintronics. It will be valuable for further investigation of other SCO nanocomposites and their potential applications in different fields.
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